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Abstract
This project has two primary objectives. Both objectives will be
achieved through research of current data and the creation, distribution
and analysis of a business forms industry survey.
The first objective was to draw attention to the growing demand for
electronic substitutes for traditional printed business forms, and educate
the business forms industry about the biggest threat and opportunity of
these technologies, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). This was
accomplished by outlining the technology and processes of EDI and
describing the various benefits of EDI over traditional printed
business forms systems. Such educational descriptions and analysis were
necessary due to the lack of attention given to the intense growth in
electronic substitutes by business forms trade publications and leaders.
The second objective was to quantify the level of awareness
that exists for EDI throughout the business forms industry, assess the
current and future investment in and development of EDI and electronic
forms software and systems by the major forms producing companies of
the U.S. and identify what level of leadership has been received with
regards to combating or investing in these technologies. The answers to
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these questions represent new information not currently in existence. A
survey of business forms producers was necessary to attain much of this
information.
The educational information predominantly focuses on EDI instead.of
the complete range of electronic substitutes for business forms due to the
significant effect that this one technology has. A wide range of sources
were consulted, from business forms industry reports to EDI promoters to
governmental commerce statistics.This extensive literature search
confirmed my earliest convictions that there is a lack of leadership and of
significant educational information, at least in accessible print, about the
threats and opportunities of EDI and other electronic technologies.
A survey of 155 randomly selected forms producers from a population
of approximately 500, netted 40 respondents. Most respondents were
small producers who had experienced increases in both sales and profits
in the past year. The survey shows that forms producers claim to have a
fair degree of knowledge about EDI, believe that EDI will have a
significant affect on the business forms industry, and EDI offers a fair
degree of advantage over the traditional business forms system. Most
respondents do not, however, monitor their customers use of electronic
substitues for business forms. Most respondents do not invest in
electronic technologies as a product or service alternative to current
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business forms. When asked about their desired role in providing such
technologies and future participation in an EDI VAN service project,
most respondents were favorable to the ideas. When asked if the forms
industry leadership had done enough to educate them about electronic
technology threats and opportunities, respondents definitely felt neglected
and desired more information.
The comments respondents wrote on the surveys were interesting but
showed a general lack of understanding for what investment in new
technologies really entails. Surprisingly, despite the small size of most of
the firms responding to the survey and the fact that most had experienced
increased profits, most expressed their feelings that they had a good
understanding of EDI, EDI had significant advantages over there products
and services and they are interested in investing in new technonlogies.
In general it is clear, but perhaps not definitively conclusive, that
hypotheses 1 and 2 are false and hypotheses 3 and 4 are true.
Further questions are probed and answered in the Conclusions section.
This report is an excellent pilot study but must be expanded and refined
in order to formulate concrete recommendations to aid the industry.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Electronic data interchange (EDI) is the computer to computer
exchange of electronic, machine processible, content standardized data.
This electronic data is predominantly standardized electronic business
forms. EDI poses a threat to the traditional printed business forms
industry because of its many advantages. EDI is less labor intensive, less
expensive, faster and more efficient than a traditional paper-based
business forms system and provides its users with required data in a
more versatile form with less errors. Also, EDI becomes more cost
effective and work efficient as more partners join the networks of EDI
users. Therefore EDI is a system which grows at a phenomenal rate
because all EDI users apply pressure on their suppliers and distributors to
become EDI partners.
1 EDI use increased from 1 2,200 to 20,500, an
increase of 45 percent, during the recessionary period of September 1990
to September 1991.
2
Taking inflation into account, the business forms
industry has seen an average growth rate of -4.4 percent from 1987 to
1991.3
These differences in growth and the apparent superiority of an
electronic based business forms system should alert the business forms
industry to the shifting paradigm in consumer demand. However, just as
the railroad companies of the U.S. failed to see their role as transporters
of people and goods instead of as a separate and special entity unrelated
to substitutes for their services in the early 1900's, the business forms
industry is not realizing their true purpose in being. Herein lies the
presumed problem and need for this project. The business forms industry
needs to understand their role as a service industry in addition to their role
as manufacturers of printed forms. Businesses require the means to
contractually and systematically exchange goods and services and
manage administrative functions while keeping track of these transactions
and functions through the storage and retrieval of data. Businesses
therefore do not care whether printed business forms or electronic
business forms are the focus of the traditional business forms industry.
The most cost effective and work efficient system will win out eventually
and the business forms industry will lose much of its current revenue.
How long the business forms industry can hold
on to existing markets is
not known, but a change in thinking and investment is clearly needed.
This researcher's interest in this topic stems from the denial or
ignorance which seems to exist pervasively in the business forms industry
today with regards to EDI and other electronic substitutes for printed
business forms. This project can serve as an alarm to the business
forms industry, a guide to future strategic action and as a mirror to show
the strategic preparedness or lack thereof which forms producers believe
will carry them into the twenty first century. The literature which supports
the contentions outlined in this project are from a broad range of sources
because the forms industry has never adequately compiled reports which
address this project's concerns. In fact, the International Business Forms
industry (IBFI), the National Business Forms Association (NBFA) and the
Business Forms Management Association (BFMA) all turned down the
opportunity to support this project. The survey questions the
forms
producers level of awareness and desire to invest in electronic
technologies as a form of new business. It is shocking to hear that one of
the largest business forms trade associations, the IBFI, commissioned a
market research study in 1991 funded by most of the major business
forms manufacturers in America, with the stated purpose of enabling the
forms industry to dispute cost effectiveness
claims of companies selling
EDI equipment and services.
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According to EDI users, such denial is
wishful thinking.
The first electronic forms software products were not
sponsored by forms producers back in the early eighties.
The forms producers concentrated efforts on the conventional
forms market and missed the ground swell of EDI users.
Software and hardware vendors knew little about business
forms but understood the problems managers faced with
large data bases of information and inefficient forms
management systems.5
It is not too late for forms producers to get involved with EDI.
Sponsoring new software and hardware developments or EDI services
are certainly still viable options for large business forms manufacturers
and investment in companies which specialize in such products and
services is an affordable alternative for all business forms producers.
Also the growing popularity of Document Image Processing (DIP)
systems should alert forms manufacturers of another technology
revolution which will eventually steal marketshare even from EDI.
Presently there are not any DIP Vendor Area Networks (VANs), but they
are certainly on their way. DIP is presently far too sophisticated,
expensive and lacking in wide user support to be a serious threat to
business forms producers or EDI, but its time will come. The business
forms industry should not miss yet again another
technological advance
which further automates the office environment beyond its current limits.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
1




2 Business Partner Directory. Edition Vll (Dallas : EDI, Spread the
Word, 1991), p. 58.
3 U. S. Industrial Outlook 1992 (Washington D. C. : U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1992), p. 25-1.
4 "IBFI Foundation Examines Real EDI
Costs,"
FormsMfg..
September 1990, p. 10.
5 Romeyn Stevenson, "Opportunities in Forms
Software,"
FormsMfg. . March 1990, p. 13.
Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
What is EDI?
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the direct electronic transmission,
computer to computer, of standard business forms, e. g. purchase orders,
advanced shipping notices, invoices, etc. between two or more
organizations. The need for hard copies in the purchasing environment is
not needed because electronic communication exists between buyers and
sellers.
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EDI protocol was first developed in the late 1970's and became
published by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as five
standards in 1983. In recent years ANSI has approved dozens of
communications standards for a variety of industry and job specific
electronic business forms.
EDI systems can be built by a company or they can use a service
vendor. An EDI system can be built starting with just about any computer
platform, from Apple ll's to DOS PC's to Unix workstations or mainframes.
EDI software is required to allow electronic business forms to be viewed,
stored, accessed, linked to databases and translated for sending or
receiving between different front-end computer platforms. There are over
30 vendors of major EDI software ranging in price from $500 to $18,000.
A total EDI system's hardware costs can be from a couple thousand
dollars to over $100,000 to build from scratch. To gradually become
involved in EDI, some companies start out licensing EDI to simply receive
purchase orders and integrate their current order processing software and
forms system to EDI use overtime. 2
According to Sterling Software Company, owners of Ordernet EDI
services,
Businesses today commonly use computers to hold and
process information used in the management of various
business functions, payables, receivables, inventory
management, purchasing and so forth. The computer is the
repository of the information that will be included in
business transaction documents. EDI simply takes these
computer system capabilities one step further by adding the
transmission of business documents themselves, in
computer readable form. Standard formats have been
adopted to arrange data in a predictable form. Once a
business document has been formatted for EDI it can be
sent to a trading partner's computer, where it can be
converted back to human readable form as well as
stored for further computer
processing.3
EDI is not electronic mail. Electronic mail is a limited system. It
includes free-formatted files that are sent electronically from one
computer to another. Electronic mail is limited to the exchange of spread
sheets, month end reports, unformatted messages and word processed
files. But EDI is much more sophisticated because messages are tailored
to industry and public standards for the exchange of electronic business
forms.4 EDI can only generate a file of data from a list of predetermined
applications but this allows data to automatically be fed into, processed
and acted upon by the receiving
computer.5
EDI partners do not need to be signed onto the system at the same
time to send and receive information. Most EDI systems allow users to
send and receive messages in a variety of manners, either one to one,
one to many, many to one, or many to many. Many EDI systems allow
descriptive labels which attach to messages for prioritizing receptions.
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According to Sterling Software Company's Ordernet division,
implementing an EDI system involves planning, design, installation and
support. In planning an EDI system the full support of management is
required to establish goals, objectives and benefit/cost analysis. The flow
of information throughout an organization and between its trading partners
must be mapped out. Because traditional businesses store data in
departmental "information warehouses", it is the objective of EDI to match
business transactions with business processes and avoid data storage
overkill. In other words EDI systems must be planned in order to support
just-in-time (JIT) inventory management, total quality management
(TQM), time compression management (TCM), etc. and thus optimize
data storage and information processing procedures.
Partners must be persuaded to join the EDI movement and technical
issues such as standards must be adopted or established. The design of
an EDI system begins with computer hardware and software
considerations as well as the communications infrastructure and
translation formats for partners. Different trading partners have different
computer systems, so translation and interconnectivity is essential.
Installation involves customizing EDI translation software, personnel
training, system monitoring and support, documentation and cost
analysis, and continuously refining the system to meet the changing
needs of users.
Value-Added Networks (VANs)
Using an EDI service provider can be more useful than building an EDI
system from the ground up and then carrying on transactions directly from
user to user. EDI can be more effective and less costly under an EDI
service. By subscribing to a network service a user can communicate all
of a company's communications in a single transmission, thus freeing the
sender from transmitting documents one at a time to each trading
partner. The vendor of the service can prove very valuable in
implementation, training, in-network translation from one EDI standard to
another, conversion of EDI data to a readable format and subsequent
mailing or facsimile transmission to non-EDI trading
partners.7
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Building and using an internally constructed EDI system, known as a
"point to
point"
connection, is becoming increasingly impractical. Leased
lines or dial-up telephone calls are necessary in a point to point
connection. The protocols, linespeeds, data formats, operating
environments, and business schedules employed by each user are
concerns in many point to point systems, but not in a vendor service
system.
8
By using an EDI VAN, companies may not have to spend money
customizing their own hardware and software to be compatible with each
trading partner.
Most EDI VAN services include a base message charge for each
message, a membership charge for use of network resources, a dial
access charge when using a dial connection, a charge for optional short
term archiving and an international character charge when sending data
internationally. The time of day and date determine the prime and
nonprime ratesA
The following is a list of VANs currently operating: AT&T, BT North
America, CDC Redinet, GE Information Services (GEIS), Harbinger, IBM
expEDIte, General Motors/EDS, Kleinschmidt Inc., Sears Technology
Services, Sterling Software's Ordernet division, Telecom Canada, Trans
Settlements Inc., and Western
Union.10
GEIS, founded in 1985, is by far
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the premier provider of EDI services, with some 8,600 customers for its
EDI Express Services.1 1 GEIS mainly targets the transportation and
retail industries, while IBM focuses on the retail and financial industries.12
IBM's expEDIte, founded in 1987, has been signing up industry groups
aggressively recently and expanding its services. IBM and GE are the
only companies presently which transmit universal product codes (UPCs).
Eventually GEIS hopes to provide database tools which will allow
customers to develop conclusions from the vast flow of EDI data, and thus
gain greater appreciation for the network service. GEIS has been adding
2,000 customers a year for the last three years. GEIS has 6,000
processing and communications computers, a network of 750 cities, 22
worldwide network service centers and handles 400,000 user sessions a
day.13 GEIS is presently trying to open up the Eastern European market
in preparation for the European Economic Community
union.14
BT's Global Network Services already has a substantial share of the
market in the U.K. and is aggressively expanding all over the world. BT,
the third largest VAN, entered the services market in 1991 by purchasing
Tymnet. As one of the largest VANs, BT seeks to under bid its
competition while maintaining support for as many standards as possible
to continue its strong international presence,




Another one of the largest VANs is AT&T's Easy Link Services. AT&T
is a full service VAN with competitive prices and supports the X.435
standard which it sees as the network standard for the future.16
Ordernet Services, a division of Sterling Software, is also one of the
largest full service players in the VAN market. They claim to be the
leading provider of EDI services in the U.S. and Canada with more EDI
traffic than any other service provider. Ordernet serves a wide range of
industries and supports all industry and public
standards.17
The cost to companies for hardware to build their own EDI system is
estimated to be approximately 50 percent of the total cost of EDI.
Therefore, according to The EDI Group's 1991 U.S. EDI Market Research
Survey, the EDI market will shift greatly towards the use of less
expensive and more trouble free VAN services in the near future.13
Currently, expenditures on EDI services are growing at a rate of 56
percent annually. Many countries throughout the world have recently
relaxed many telecommunications policies and thus increased the interest
in VAN services due to their expertise in international standards
translation. Europe and the Pacific Rim are smaller markets than the
U.S. and Canada presently, but these areas are expected to see much
faster growth in demand for EDI services than even currently exists in
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North America in the near future.1 9 One market research firm expects
worldwide expenditures on EDI network services to reach $1 .7 billion by
1993, up from $500 million in
1990.20
EDI Software and Other Electronic Forms Software
The electronic forms market encompasses everything from template
based forms libraries and forms design packages mainly for internal
printing on non-impact printers, to sophisticated EDI software for use in an
EDI system with the local or remote print option via an intelligent copier or
printer.21
Design of the electronic business form is a basic function of most
electronic forms software and in fact the only purpose of some software
packages. Some packages offer complex graphics and logo capabilities
but many companies simply use regular page-layout programs
for forms
creation.22
Generally there are two types of forms in an electronic forms system no
matter how sophisticated it is.
"Dumb"
forms are electronic forms which
only allow users to call up a previously
created form and enter data
manually.
"Smart"
forms on the other hand allow the user to bring forth
information from a database such as accounting information, addresses,
account numbers, etc. and automatically
enter that data into the form.
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Once completed, the electronic forms can be routed through a company
for authorization or payment through the computer network and printed or
stored on demand.23
EDI software packages are quite sophisticated. Front end software is
needed to design forms, access databases, and build spreadsheets.
Communication software acts as a gateway between local networks and
external EDI networks. Translation software translates EDI data from
internal company, in some cases proprietary, formats to external EDI data
standards. Application serving software is the last type of EDI software,
which links applications software to EDI
data.24
EDI is currently moving from batch to event-driven software.
Event-
driven EDI software enables users to perform functions in a real-time
mode, as if users were using terminals in the same facility. Batch EDI
software creates time delays to allow hand shaking between systems.
Security and up-time requirements are more stringent with event-driven
software but users are demanding its increased transmission speed and
flexibility.25
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EDI Data Formats and Standards
Custom built EDI systems and VANs offer three transmission types:
Asynchronous, permitting access via phone lines and a modem;
synchronous, utilizing older IBM communication protocols; and Systems
Network Architecture, which makes use of newer IBM communications
protocols. Bisynchronous 2400 bits per second (bps) is the most
common transmission type and speed.26
The following is a list of some EDI network standards, many more exist
including proprietary standards (speeds may vary depending on system):
Asynchronous (1200-9600 bps)











The following is a list of some major EDI data standards (more than
1,000 others also exist):
EDIFACT: the dominant EDI data standard in Europe
ANSI X.12: the dominant core standard in the U.S.
TDCC: a transportation industry standard
Odette and AIAG: the major automotive industry standards
CIDX and CEFIC: the major chemical industry standards
EDIX: the electrical industry standard
WINS / UICS: the standards in the grocery/warehousing industries
EDIFICE: the electronics industry
standard26
The following is an excerpt of an article by Byte magazine about the
EDI protocol format and the X.12 standard.
The protocol's format is based on a group of data
elements - the smallest named units of information in
the standard. Data elements are identified by a reference
number, and the data-element dictionary specifies the
name, description, type, and minimum and maximum
lengths of each. In addition, data elements that are codes
rather than textual fields include lists of the valid code
values and definitions in the dictionary.
The X.12 standard is actually made up of four parts:
the X1 2.3 data-element dictionary; the X1 2.5 interchange
control structures, the EDI equivalent of an "envelope";
the X12.6 application control structures, or the formal
description of the EDI architecture; and the X12.22
segment directory, which defines segments. Segments
themselves are a list of related data elements, such as
multiple lines of an address. Other EDI components are
the transaction set (the actual data that EDI is to transmit)
and the functional group (a collection of similar transaction
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sets). Several purchase orders, for example, are
collectively a functional group but are individually a
transaction set. Headers and trailers lead and follow
transaction sets and functional groups.
Other than the headers and trailers, the data format
itself is fairly simple: the name of the field - which might
be BT for "bill
to"
or ST for "ship
to"
for example - followed
by the information, such as the lines of the address. Each
address line is separated from another by a
data-element-
separator character. A segment terminator comes at the
end of each related group of data, such as a four-line
address.29
The following is an excerpt from an article published by AT&T's EDI
services division. The article describes the benefits of the X.400 and
X.435 network standards as well as a look at some standard capabilities
of an EDI system. X.400 and X.435 appear to be poised to further
challenge the X.12 network standard due to their many functional
advantages.
X.400 has firmly established itself as the worldwide
standard for E-mail messaging. The 1990 version of the
X.400 standard allowed the transmission of EDI data. The
benefits of X.400 based EDI systems are listed below.
1 . Audit Trails: Delivery notifications are confirmation
messages that tell the sender of a message whether or
not the message was delivered to the mailbox of the
receiver. Most non-X.400 EDI VANs do not provide
delivery notifications. Although they do keep track of
whether an EDI message was delivered to the recipient,
this information is typically available only be phone or via a
periodic status report. Auditing is possible because each
X.400 message has an X.400 envelope, which contains
message tracing information. Such message tracing
information is very valuable for troubleshooting
as well.
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2. Integrated Messaging: By combining EDI and E-mail
transmissions in a single connection to an EDI VAN,
logging on uploading messages downloading messages,
terminating sessions and specifying
addresses could be done in a single time saving session.
Also, X.400 can be used to transmit FAX messages thus
providing three applications for a single communications
protocol.
3. Global Reach: Because X.400 is an internationally
accepted standard, X.400 capable networks have no
problem interconnecting to other VANs around the world.
4. Data Security: There are two basic data security
features. The first is the common establishment of
network access, the second is the ability to carry
encrypted EDI data in an X.400 message. This feature
uses a logon ID and password scheme. Since X.400
messages can carry binary data, they can carry
encrypted data which prevents anyone other than the
sender and receiver from reading the data.
5. Compliance with the OSI Reference Model: X.400 is
part of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) reference
model defined by the International Standards
Organization (ISO). X.400 can therefore carry
Computer-Aided Acquisition Logistics (CALs) data. Any
company doing EDI business with the federal government
will probably be forced into using X.400 since all federal
government agencies must adopt OSI.
The X.400 standard was recently extended in 1990 to
include a new EDI specific protocol called X.435, also
referred to as Pedi. The X.435 has all of the same
advantages of X.400 plus more features which the X.1 2
standard does not have. The X.400, X.435 and X.12
standards can carry binary data and are useful in
exchanging Computer Aided
Design and Computer Aide
Manufacturing CAD/CAM data and faxed
images. The
X.400 and X.435 standards, however, are faster and
provide less data degradation. With X.400 and X.435
textual EDI data is usually converted from
ASCII to
EBCDIC but CAD/CAM data is sent in a separate




Security of data is a great concern for many EDI users. After all, the
type of data stored in these systems is some of the most vital to an
organization. There are a variety of security options available with a wide
range of prices to commensurate with their level of sophistication.
Private keys or codes may be used for locking and unlocking any data on
a form. Electronic signatures are more secure than hand written
signatures in that they can lock fields of data from
tampering.31
Another security device available is called a smart card. The insertion
of a magnetic card is required to sign on or off an electronic forms system.
Also pressure sensitive rubber boards can be used with special pens for
electronic storage of hand written signatures. Such technology was first
used in electronic clip-boards by United Postal
Service.32
By making backup copies of electronic forms, physically securing the
computer rooms, maintaining uninterrupted power supplies, sending
confirmation messages to ensure data gets through and performing data
trails, one can ensure against data
corruption.33
EDI Legal Issues
EDI trading partners are encouraged to
set up contracts that list the
details, conditions and limitations of their agreement. For legal reasons,
20
magnetic records should be stored for tax and audit purposes. With the
federal government adopting EDI, the spread of EDI throughout the U.S.
customs service and the IRS and with advances in security and electronic
signature technologies, the legal barriers to EDI have been eliminated for
now.34
A Lack of Understanding for EDI
John K. Darragh, chairman of the IBFI Research Committee and
Standard Register Company's CEO, concedes that "if all U.S. businesses
used EDI they could replace generic (non-proprietary) forms and thus
eliminate more than 30 percent of the current forms
market."
He also
believes "EDI linkages could be achieved between current forms
manufacturers and their customers and small forms companies should
acquire programming and systems expertise enabling them to do
business with EDI users because they may not be able to afford complete
EDI systems of their
own."
These comments are almost the only
suggestions found in trade publications for the business forms industry in
recent years which make any reference to EDI and its advantages to
forms producers or any other business. No articles or reports this
researcher has found from such sources provides any leadership in
investment in or assimilation of EDI or similar
technologies.35
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The best advice Robert Stitcher, Vice President of manufacturing at
Wesley Business Forms and a member of the IBFI Research Committee,
could provide for forms companies worried about EDI growth is
"
for forms
producers to concentrate on companies who are not affected by
EDI."
Mr.
Stitcher does not describe what businesses are not affected by EDI
and goes on to list a variety of possible product concentrations,
mentioning but not explaining electronic forms
last.36
It was the IBFI Research committee which commissioned the Gordon
S. Black research firm to study the cost effectiveness of EDI. It was the
intent of the committee and the dozen or more business forms companies
who contributed substantial money for the report, including the largest
business forms producer, Moore Business Forms Inc., to prove EDI has
more hidden costs than EDI supporters will admit. They claim "the study
can be employed for end-user education and to clarify inaccuracies about
exaggerated costs of forms manufacturing, storage and
warehousing."37
This recent report determined the impact EDI will have on the forms
industry and gave a few somewhat practical
suggestions of how forms
manufacturers can get into the EDI marketplace on a consultation basis
only. The report claims that the least of 7 top reasons for companies to
implement EDI is to reduce paper costs and that most participants using
EDI in their survey believed EDI had
no impact on forms use. Further
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analysis of the figures contained in the report show that less than 50
percent of EDI users surveyed plan to see little or no change in their
current reliance on business forms and an average of 41 percent plan on
decreases in forms use in the future. Such
"hidden"
figures suggest that
the demand for forms by EDI users will do anything but increase in the
near future.36
Forms manufactures may turn to desktop color scanning, direct to
plate presses and improved quality processes and speed up delivery to
combat EDI growth, but EDI will advance also. EDI will eventually be
swallowed by (DIP) systems. The Patty Seybold Report claims
voice recognizing user interfaces will be common by the year 1995.
They also predict: more user friendly software, much faster transmission
rates, primitive artificial intelligence monitored database managers, and
audio/video options. Also there should be higher screen resolution, a
workforce which is very comfortable reading electronic text, a much larger
EDI user base, global standardization for all types of transmissions, and
much lower prices for all computer hardware and
software.39
Growth of EDI
Over half of the Fortune 500 companies use EDI according to Printing
2000.40
According to Sterling Software, 50 percent of Fortune 1000
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companies are involved in EDI and another 24 percent are reviewing
strategic business plans to incorporate EDI. In the U.S. alone, over
50 percent of all major ports already have some sort of an information
exchange system in place. And more than 90 percent of customs brokers
can electronically file data with the U.S. Customs
Service.41
The breakdown of EDI users globally is approximately 9,500 U.S.,
over 1 ,000 Canadian, over 1 ,000 in Europe and over 600 Asian
companies.42
*Appendix A contains the known EDI users by
state.43
"Appendix B contains a graph of the number of registered EDI users
overall since
1987.44
"Appendix C contains the EDI status report for awareness and activity in
select European
countries.45
"Appendix D contains the projected revenues for EDI products and
services in select European
countries.46
The EDI Group expects the average number of EDI trading partners to
triple in three years and the EDI market to reach $1 billion by
1995.47
However, expenditures on EDI VAN services alone is growing at a rate
of
56 percent per year and is predicted to be worth $1 .7 billion by 1 993




A second prediction for overall EDI growth comes from Jerry Greyer,
president of the Electronic Data Interchange Association, who states EDI
users will double every year for the next 5 to 1 0
years.49
The forms software market will increase 1 ,200 percent over the next
four years according to the market research firm BIS Strategic Decisions.
This is partially due to advances in color printers, magnetic ink printers
and growth in EDI. Some forms packages come with preprinted forms or
allow the user to scan old paper forms into the software programs. Many
provide hot links to database programs.50
Growth in Industries Contributing to Electronic
Substitutes'
Growth
The surge in bar coding use has increased the demand for EDI
because downloading bar code information is done directly onto electronic
forms or into databases thus providing tremendous time, labor and money
savings.51 The bar coding industry is expected to grow from its 1 989
level of $1 .8 billion by 20 percent per year through 1 994 according to the
market research firm Venture Development Corp. and the FORMTRAC
report issued by the National Business Forms
Association (NBFA).52
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Although EDI is not as widely used by small companies as it is by
large companies, the expected decreases in computer equipment prices
and the increasing availability of EDI software and value added networks
and consultant groups should tend to change that situation in the near
future.
In-house EDI system development relies on the use of
supercomputers, or mainframes, or minisupers, or superworkstations.
These computer systems will grow vigorously according to Dataquest Inc.
a market research firm which estimates 14 percent increases every year
through 1994 to a level of $43.5 billion.53 In 1990, Information Systems
companies as a whole saw revenues grow 8.9 percent with workstations
experiencing an 18.9 percent increase in sales and personal
computer
sales rose 12.6 percent in 1990. Such increases are seen as an
important aspect for the growth of EDI because of EDI's reliance on office
automation
equipment.54
Because adoption of E-mail system development often coincides with
EDI implementation, it is important to note that International Data
Corporation estimates E-mail growth was up 155 percent in 1990
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Non-impact color printing will grow more
than 9 percent per year over
the next 10 years according to FORMTRAC and
thus aid businesses in




Growth of the Business Forms Industry
The business forms industry is expected to grow only 2.4 percent per
year through 1995 according to Print Outlook 91. The NBFA estimates
similar growth at approximately 2.5 percent through 1993.
57 And
the U.S. Industrial Outlook 1992 predicts growth of only 1 percent for
1992. These estimates presume to take inflation into account but are
surprisingly and unexplainably optimistic considering business forms
growth of the last few years. Taking inflation into account, 1987 saw a
-2 percent growth, in 1988 growth was -6.5 percent, 1989 saw -7.7
percent growth, 1990's growth was -7.0 percent., and 1991 saw 1.0
percent growth for the business forms industry.
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The Traditional Business Forms Systems Drawbacks
According to Dataquest, a market research firm, 33 percent of all
documents used in business today are forms. More than $6 billion is
spent every year to purchase custom,
preprinted forms, according to
Datek Information Services, a research and publishing firm. These
businesses then spend between $94 billion and $120 billion to distribute,
store and process those forms according to
research by Electronic Forms
Systems. U.S. companies waste an estimated $2 billion in preprinted
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forms. Despite attempts to automate the office, office productivity stands
at 4 percent over the last twenty years whereas manufacturing
productivity has increased 90 percent over that same period of time in the
U.S.
The hidden costs of the traditional forms system are estimated at 40
times the initial costs of purchase according to Dianna Booker, president
of Booker Writing Consultants and the author of the recent book Cutting
Paperwork in the Corporate Culture . "These costs are invisible to the




The following is a description of the hidden costs associated with the
traditional forms system as outlined by a 1988 article in Information Week.
Inventory and Distribution: Most organizations have
thousands of square feet of space devoted to forms
storage, to say nothing of the shipping bills for getting
the forms delivered from printing plants to the places
where people use them
Inefficient Forms: Due to poorly designed forms highly paid
people are wasting minutes, hours and days filling them out.
Using the Wrong Form: The Murphy's Law
of forms states
that if the wrong form can be used it
will be.
Handling Information Twice: A lot of companies are
spending millions of dollars to
collect and rekey information
into computers more than once.
Running Out of Forms: Missing forms
reduce productivity
delay revenue and slow the entire
financial pulse of an
organization.
Form Obsolescence: Needs change and laws change, but
already printed forms are
unchangeable and must be sent
to the dumpster when new forms are required.
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Forms Management and Enforcement: Too many
organizations place responsibility for forms management
under the Vice President of Administrative Services. In
such cases forms management has no status and is
treated like an office supply function instead of the
important corporate information gathering resource it is.
Speed Limit of Paper: Computers transmit and store data
in seconds whereas paper sent through the postal system
or filed in drawers is time consuming and labor intensive.
Environmental Impact: Each worker produces several
pounds of paper waste per week and forms make up a
substantial portion of that waste.59
According to Byte magazine, it costs about $25,000 to fill a
four-
drawer file cabinet and $2,1 60 to maintain that cabinet for just one year.
3 percent of all office documents are lost due to incorrect routing or filing
and amount to approximately $120 in recovery and damage costs per
document. It is also estimated that the average executive spends about
four weeks a year waiting for files to be located and
presented.
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IBM says studies show that typing and retyping information into
computers represents about 1 5 percent of the cost of every business
transaction. Also, over 70 percent of the retyped information has already
been created on another computer system. It is these
hidden costs that
are so hard to see in day to day business
functions.61
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Potential Advantages of an EDI System
1 . Accessibility to data is increased in an EDI system because data is
stored separately from the form itself thus allowing access to the data on
a form or in a tabular format. Greater data sharing is accomplished by
connecting the EDI system to a database.
2. Pen based computer systems, electronic clipboards and barcode
scanners help make electronic forms filling
portable.62
3. With EDI a customer or supplier can send electronically some forecast
transaction data which indicates the order needs for periods of hours,
days, weeks, or months. Such forecast data is useful for planning
materials usage, labor, and
scheduling.63
4. New and upcoming environmental laws put pressure on forms
manufacturers and forms producers to lower air emissions, water
pollutants, and solid waste disposal which could make printed materials
more expensive and EDI even more attractive. Also, environmentally
conscious businesses look more favorably towards reducing paper and
energy waste associated
with the production and eventual disposal of
printed
forms.64
5. EDI transaction records can easily be used to create purchasing and
marketing databases to aid
in strategic decision making.
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6. Cash flow can be improved throughout and between businesses
because EDI supports electronic funds transfer, including
customer-
originated electronic payments
(COEPs).65 It costs approximately 70
cents to process a check manually. It only costs 4 or 5 cents to process an
electronic funds transfer.66
7. EDI is a way to reduce delays at ports and customs stops because it
has no language problems and smooths out differences in business
practices. Most objects shipped using a traditional forms based system
have at least forty separate business forms attached to
them.67
8. EDI allows the timely notification of transaction terms resulting in fewer
lost discounts, quick and accurate reconciliation of purchase orders and
invoices resulting in lower payable
costs.68
9. By supporting the Just-In-Time (JIT) inventory philosophy, EDI helps
reduce financial and operational overhead while increasing the flexibility
of the product mix.69
10. Labor costs for printing, stuffing and opening envelopes, mailing, and
filing will be reduced.
11 . EDI will reduce postage and telephone/telex costs
as well as courier
costs.




1 3. The number of clerical errors associated with a traditional forms
system will be greatly reduced. It is estimated to cost $80 per purchase
order to correct an error.
14. Approximately 35 to 40 percent reduction in material returns is
another benefit of EDI.
15. EDI also creates an indirect improvement in customer service .
16. EDI is the easiest way to conduct some international business and
business with large companies and the federal government due to the
pressure of these institutions and competitive forces.70
There are numerous advantages of EDI based systems over traditional
forms based systems but the major focus is on cost savings. According to
FORMTRAC the average cost of an EDI transaction is $4.70 compared to
$49 for an average paper
transaction.71
Dr. Joseph R. Carter and Lawrence D. Fredenall of Michigan State
University conducted a survey, entitled The Dollars and Sense of
Electronic Data Interchange, of over 200 purchasing organizations, of
which 54 provided a complete set of responses. Fourteen different
industry groups were represented with most companies having sales
of
over $50 million annually and a strong commitment to EDI. The following
is a list of excerpts from that report.
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The purpose of the survey was to obtain estimates of the
cost savings and changes in the distribution of purchasing
professionals'
work-time. The largest percentage, 42
percent stated that their primary motivation was to reduce
costs. More than 21 percent of the firms implemented EDI
as a result of customer pressure, 1 7 percent were
concerned to reduce lead time, and 11 percent were
motivated by supplier encouragement. 37 percent of the
responding firms had implemented EDI less than a year
previous to responding; another 20 percent had
implemented between 1 and 2 years previously; while the
largest percentage, 43 percent had at least 2 years of EDI
operating experience.
The purchase order was the most frequently transmitted
document type (67 percent), while the request-for-quote
was the least frequent (20 percent). 52 percent sent order
releases, 44 percent advanced shipping notices, 41 percent
sent purchase order acknowledgements, and another
41 percent used it for delivery schedules, while 32 percent
sent invoices, and 22 percent sent pricing information.
The cost savings resulting from the implementation of
EDI does not accrue primarily from personnel reduction,
about 90 percent of the firms reported none or little cost
savings, and for new hire avoidance, about 73 percent of
the firms reported none or little labor cost savings.The
greatest cost savings resulting from the implementation
of EDI accrued in the areas of paper-work costs (this is in
contrast of the IBFI report The Challenge of Electronic Data
Interchange), lead-time reductions, data-input errors, and
inventory reduction.
Buyers are spending significantly less time performing
routine clerical activities such as expediting purchase
orders, correcting mistakes on orders, tracking purchase
orders, correcting mistakes on orders, and general clerical
duties, while spending significantly more time performing
professional and managerial activities such as supplier
development and new supplier identification. While routine
clerical activities and fire fighting are part of anpurchasing
job, supplier identification and development have,




'Appendix E contains the results of the Michigan State study on the
magnitude of EDI cost savings.73
Appendix F contains the change in time allotment for tasks discovered in
the Michigan State study.74
Examples of Successful EDI Systems
The Internal Revenue Service has found EDI to decrease transcription
errors from 20 percent to 3 percent and the processing of 1 ,000 tax
returns now takes one hour instead of four hundred hours under the old
printed forms system.75 Once Sears completes its EDI transition,
approximately 168 million forms will be eliminated from each years
use.76
And EDI helped Boeing replace more than $1 million in business forms
per
year.77
By switching to EDI, the Department of Veterans Affairs
saved $2.1 million annually and cut out $70,000 in
overtime.78 The
American automotive manufacturers will save around $2 billion a year,
simply by removing the sources of error and delay which existed in the old
forms
system.79
In the banking industry EDI is looked at as a value added service to
corporate customers. Electronic manipulation of funds and the
elimination of dependence on printed checks is not new in corporate
electronic banking. What is new is banks are handling accounts
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receivable and purchasing management via electronic accounting forms
and financial management forms to provide the additional service of
electronic financial information management.80 The Grocery industry
has saved an estimated $100 million to $250 million per year by switching
to EDI. This savings was due to reductions in people, paper, postage,
telex and phone charges. Between two and four times that savings was
realized as a result of indirect benefits created by reducing inventory
costs, improving customer service, and increasing sales productivity.81
Business Forms Industry's Response Thus Far
The business forms industry does not foresee slow growth for all of the
future market segments for printed forms. A.D. Parker and Associates
management consulting believes the forms producers could succeed in
their current plans to specialize, increase the complexity of forms, and
add more color printing to boost sales. However, such a plan will only
work, it is claimed, if highly skilled market analysis and segmentation
occur.82 The NBFA expects the cut sheet market to grow 47 percent by
1993 over 1989 levels due to the tremendous growth in electronic printer
consumption. According to the Graphic Arts Technical Foundation (GATF)
mailers are estimated to grow 6 to 7 percent per
year.83
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Some business forms producers have begun advising customers
about desktop technologies and investing in electronic forms software
projects but the extent of these efforts is not known. Some articles have
been written in business forms trade magazines about how forms
producers should use forms software and even EDI in their own
manufacturing facilities. Two of the largest forms producers, in the U.S.,
Moore Business Forms and Wesley Business Forms, recently adopted
EDI for their production facilities.84
The IBFI and the NBFA have examined existing ANSI ASC
- X.12
standards mainly for the transmission of purchase orders on EDI systems
for their members interested in adopting
EDI.85
The Gordon S. Black report, The Challenge of Electronic Data
Interchange, was commissioned to discover the hidden costs of EDI and
was meant to show printed business forms systems as a more cost
effective system when compared to EDI. At the 1991 release of the
report however, the IBFI indicated that the report explores the role of
forms manufacturers in helping end-users and incorporating new
technologies into their current product and service mix. Another result of
the study was said to explore the




The study found that 2/3 of Edl users adopted the technology to
improve customer service and only 13 percent of users got involved with
EDI to decrease costs. This is contrary to the Michigan State University
study previously outlined. The study also found that 46 percent of
hospitals, 31 percent of the retail industry, 22 percent of manufacturers
and only 6 percent of the financial industry are current users of EDI
technology. These
industries'
use of EDI technology is only expected to
grow by approximately 20 percent in the near future according to the
report. The purchase order was the most commonly transmitted
document on EDI systems while checks and bills of lading were used the
least.
The impact of EDI implementation on business forms use is said to be
small because 33 to 60 percent of firms are not using EDI or plan to use it
in the near future. Also the study claims that an average of only 33
percent of EDI users currently use EDI for nine common purposes by
themselves or in combinations. Those 9 applications are purchase
orders, releases based on blanket POS (point of sale), confirmations,
order status inquiries, advanced shipping notices, invoices, checks,
inventory inquiries, and bills of lading. This means that 67 percent of EDI
users are not currently utilizing between one and eight of the most
common uses of the technology.
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Although it was necessary to compute the averages myself, the study
shows an average of 67 percent of EDI users are planning to utilize most
of these nine applications in the near future. This is in addition to the 33
percent average of users currently utilizing most of the nine common
types of forms.87 With this planned increase of EDI use by current EDI
users confirmed by this study and the estimated growth rate of EDI users
set at over 50 percent per year, it would seem that current business
forms use would surely decrease substantially in the near
future.88
However, the IBFI report states that over 50 percent of EDI users
found that there has as of yet been no impact on forms use within their
firms after adopting EDI technology.
The report goes on to predict the following:
Although EDI will cut growth rates for the forms
industry and will reduce requirements for more expensive
forms, EDI is not in itself likely to seriously threaten the
long-term survival or health of the forms industry. This is
mainlybecause paper forms are still required as backups
and because EDI implementation is incremental and
requires time.
The report goes lists a few ways forms producers can get involved
with EDI but only on the level
of EDI implementation
consulting.89
The second and final report industry leaders conducted to
address the
threat and opportunity electronic
technologies present was released in
April 1992. Titled Impact of Electronic
Technologies on the Forms and
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Systems Market, this report was sponsored by the IBFI. The study
surveyed the Health Care, Finance, Hospitality, and Manufacturing
Industries. The survey chose to study the impact of Pen Based
Computers, Intelligent Copier/Printers, Point of Sale Terminals and Forms
Automation Systems other than EDI. Forms Automation Systems are
simple, generally proprietary systems and not used for large scale
distribution of standardized electronic forms. One result of the study
found that providing better customer service, reducing labor costs, and
reducing costs of paper forms were the most important reasons for
implementing these technologies. 48 percent of the respondents to the
survey claimed to have problems integrating Forms Automation Systems,
45 percent with the Pen Based Computers, 33 percent with Point of Sale
Terminals, and 29 percent with Intelligent Copier/Printers. Forms
Automation Systems were said to have a negative impact on unit sets and
preprinted cut sheets and a positive impact on custom continuous forms.
No mention was made of EDI.
The image of the forms industry was outlined as follows.
The products and services of forms companies are very
familiar to managers. Of those surveyed, 77% were
very or somewhat
familiar with forms companies, 76%
with hardware & software companies, 51% with consulting
firms, and 28% with system integrators.
Respondents perceived forms companies as having a
better understanding of how forms
are used in business
than the three other types of industries.
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Forms companies were also viewed as superior to or
equal to other types of firms in providing good value,
understanding how technology can help in forms
management, knowing how to integrate technology with
paper documents, and being innovative in development
of technology for forms management.
Respondents were willing to work with forms
companies as with hardware and software companies
when it came to purchasing products and services
related to Forms Automation.
In conclusion the report makes a reference to EDI, Electronic Forms
Design Software, and Forms Automation Systems by claiming these
technologies will grow in the future but that their growth rates will decline.
Because no data about EDI or Electronic Forms Design Software is given,
it is unclear what the basis of this claim is.
Although the businesses relying on new technologies studied in this
report indicate a general reduction in their reliance on paper forms, no
conclusive evidence is available to prove this because, as the report
states, "To gather precise and accurate measurements of reductions in
paper forms requires use of before and after experimental designs and
intensive study of a limited number of
sites."
The principal competitors are outlined as follows. "Primary competitors
of forms companies are likely to be hardware and software
manufacturers. At the moment, consulting firms and system integrators




The report states that the forms industry has an advantage over
computer hardware and software companies when selling products
perceived as being related to forms and is not a physical product.
This report offers the same advise for future action that The Challange
of Electronic Data Interchange did. This report again appears long on
posturing but short on substantive data especially regarding EDI's impact
on the industry. Also, plans for defending or investing in new technologies
is again lacking.90
Forms producers believe that the claims of acceptance of EDI
systems and the cost effectiveness of such systems are not true to the
extent EDI supporters estimate. Forms producers claim that due to
certain international laws, printed copies of business form documents with
written signatures are still required by some freight shippers and financial
institutions due to customary regulations and some federal and state
laws.91 Forms producers claim that for companies to install an EDI
system will cost hundreds of thousands of dollars in initial equipment
costs especially if a company does not have
the basics like PCs, modems




Business forms producers do not believe DIP is a significant threat to
their markets currently because of the prohibitive costs for
implementation, current inaccuracies associated with Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) technology, the user expertise required to maintain file
systems and the lack of DIP VANs.93 Because the business forms
industry is highly concentrated, the 20 largest firms produce 70 percent of
the overall volume, it will be easier for trade associations like IBFI to
effectively coordinate an industry response to the market challenges of
the future if they so
desire.94
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1 . The business forms industry does not understand what EDI is or
how it works.
2. The business forms industry does not believe EDI has significant
advantages over the traditional printed business forms system.
3. The business forms producers lack leadership to study EDI and
related electronic technologies and their advantages over traditional
business forms systems and therefore can not hope to defend
themselves against this technology or begin to invest in it.
4. If the business forms industry believes that EDI and related
electronic technologies are a threat to the traditional business forms
system then they will be willing to mount an ascertive defense against




1 . Do the business forms producers believe in the advantages of EDI
systems and do they believe it is a threat to their revenues?
2. If the business forms producers do believe in the advantages of EDI
systems then why don't they enter the electronic forms market
aggressively?
3. If the business forms producers wanted to become involved in the EDI
and related technologies marketplace but have not, then do they lack the
knowledge, ability or leadership to do so?
4. If the business forms producers do not know what impact EDI has had
on revenues do they desire such research data to be provided from
leaders of their industry?
5. If the business forms producers are not pleased with or unaware of
the past studies of EDI and related technologies, do they desire new
studies which ask the tough questions and develope concrete solutions?
6. If the business forms industry leadership does not know what level of
interest exists for investing in EDI and related technologies then can they
plan what when or how such investment should be implemented?
Chapter 4
Methodology
If it is necessary to persuade the business forms industry to
aggressively join the EDI marketplace, evidence of EDI's potential
advantages must be presented. The growth of EDI and its advantages
over a traditional business forms system are detailed in the Review of
Literature. That section of this proposal is essential as an introduction to
the problem and as educational information in its own right to be
presented along with the possible arguments to be gathered from a
survey of business forms producers. It is the contention of this researcher
that there is little understanding of this fierce market threat to the business
forms industry. It is therefore essential to stray from the focus on new
data occasionally to present information which is needed for business
forms companies to fully understand their new competition and be given
options for how to embrace it and benefit from its growth. Background
information was compiled from a wide variety of sources including the




The business forms industry should be made aware of what
investment has and has not been made by business forms manufacturers
into EDI and other electronic substitutes for traditional business forms
systems. By surveying 155 randomly selected forms producers from a
population size of approximately 500 U. S. forms producers, a statistical
analysis can be made of the proportion of forms producers already in or
planning to enter EDI and related markets and what their opinions are for
EDI from a technological, market and corporate strategic standpoint. The
survey was conducted by mail without the help of the IBFI, NBFA or
BFMA who all declined to support the study due to lack of funds. Because
this report intends to show a lack of support and leadership from the
business forms trade associations and publications with regards to EDI
and related technologies their support was not expected.
Forty of those companies surveyed responded by fax
or mail. In
order for the sample of responses to be considered a valid representation
of the population, the sample size should have
been over 175 if a 95
percent confidence level is desired. The survey data can help the
business forms industry formulate preliminary
conclusions and if more
statistically significant data
is required before actions will be taken, this
survey will prove to be a
valuable pilot survey. With trade association
support, the survey results probably
would have been more definitive.
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But even as a pilot survey, its results should prod industry leaders to
redo the survey on a larger scale and include questions to gauge interest
in specific individual and cooperative investment projects.
The percentage of respondents who gave a particular answer are
provided in the Results section. Also, any notes written regarding a
specific question are provided.
The hypotheses and fundamental questions previously outlined
should be sufficiently probed by the background literature and survey. The
background literature and the survey should give the business forms
industry a basis for their involvement in further study. Such study should
lead to the formulation of alternative industry investments according to
the support of others in their industry and external market forces.
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Survey Questions for Business Forms Producers
Dear Manager:
The following survey is an inquiry by graduate student Michael J. Hill of
the Rochester Institute of Technology. The purpose of the survey is to
understand the level of awareness which exists throughout the business
forms industry for EDI and the impact it has had on the industry. Your
thoughts and questions are important so please feel free to include
additional comments on a separate sheet of paper.
Your responses will be kept in strictest confidence and will not be
assigned to you or your organization specifically. You are guaranteed a
copy of the these valuable test results in appreciation for your
participation. The results will be part of Mr.Hill's thesis project and
submitted to the IBFI and NBFA for their consideration and appropriate
action.
Please mail or fax the completed survey by October 1 7th to: Associate
Professor Frank Cost, Rochester Institute of Technology, Gannett
Building, P.O. Box 9887, Rochester, NY 14623 "Fax: 716-475-7029.
Thank you for your time and effort in this extremely vital project.








1 . What is the average annual revenue of your company?
a. under $1 0 million b. $1 0 to $50 million
c. $50 to $1 00 million d. over $1 00 million
2. What has been your company's approximate overall growth,
either
positive or negative, in sales and profits over the
past 12 months? (Due to
the sensitive nature of this question, feel free to
provide an approximate




3. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company
has a
good understanding of what







4. Does your company monitor its
customers'
use of or interest in
electronic substitutes for your printed products? And if so, what




5. How much of an overall advantage do you believe EDI systems have
over traditional business forms systems?
a- none b. slight advantage
c. significant advantage d. very significant advantage
6. What percent decrease in potential revenues, if any, do you believe
electronic substitutes for your products will have in the future?
a. no effect b. little effect
c. significant effect d. very significant effect
7. Does your company currently sponsor or invest in projects or other
companies involved in electronic forms software or EDI? If so, please list
the projects and or companies with a brief functional description.
a. yes List
b. no
8. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company feels
electronic forms software and EDI are legitimate areas for a printed forms
manufacturer to invest in and research?
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree d. strongly agree
9. How do you respond to the following statement? The business forms
trade publications and associations have spent enough time and effort




c. agree d. strongly agree
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10. Do you desire more information and leadership from business forms
trade publications and associations in how to enter the electronic forms
software and EDI markets?
a. yes
b. no
1 1 . How do you respond to the following statement? Your company has
found the Gordon S. Black reports, 'The Challenge of Electronic Data
Interchange"
and "Impact of Electronic Technologies on the Forms and
Systems
Market"
to be helpful in overcoming the threats of EDI and
related technologies to the business forms industry.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c- a9ree d. strongly agree
1 2. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company would
consider forming or purchasing an EDI Value-Added Network (VAN)
service alone or with the assistance of other forms producers.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree q strongly agree
13. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company's
customer contacts and rapport coupled with your forms expertise would
be valuable in the electronic forms software and EDI markets.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c agree d. strongly agree
1 4. How prepared did you feel to answer the questions in this survey?
a. very unprepared b. unprepared
c. prepared d. very prepared
1 5. What questions do you have about the business forms industry's
response to electronic forms software and EDI threats and opportunities
not included in this survey?
Chapter 5
Results
The survey questions and their results are listed below and
accompanied by graphical representations and any comments included
by respondents to a particular question. As stated earlier in the
Methodology section, the survey was conducted by mail and there were
40 respondents.
1 . What is the average annual revenue of your company?
a. under $1 0 million b. $1 0 to $50 million
c. $50 to $1 00 million d.over $1 00 million
Figure 1 : Results of Question #1 .
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2. What has been your company's approximate overall growth, either
positive or negative, in sales and profits over the past 12 months? (Due to
the sensitive nature of this question, feel free to provide an approximate
























Figure 3: Results of Question #2b.
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3. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company has a
good understanding of what Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is and how
it works.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree d.strongly agree
Figure 4: Results of Question #3.
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4. Does your company monitor its customer's use of or interest in
electronic substitutes for your printed products? And if so, what




Figure 5: Results of Question #4.
Respondents'
Comments for Question #4:




5. How much of an overall advantage do you believe EDI systems have
over traditional business forms systems?
a. none b. slight advantage
c. significant advantage d. very significant advantage
Figure 6: Results of Question #5.
Respondents'
Comments for Question #5:
"EDI is an advantage if implemented correctly




6. What percent decrease in potential revenues, if any do you believe
electronic substitutes for your products will have in the future?
a. no effect b. little effect
c. significant effect d. very significant effect
Figure 7: Results of Question #6.
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7. Does your company currently invest in projects or other companies
involved in electronic forms software or EDI? If so, please list the projects
and or companies with a brief functional description.
a. yes List
b. no
Figure 8: Results of Question #7.
Respondents'




"data sent from customers via EDI










!? aAsPecialist in pC based systems/softwaretraining and we are on the ANSI EDI committee sponsored by NBFA."
"work on ANSI committee for Business Forms Standards"
"EDI is used with two of our large forms management accounts."
"forms composition, demand printing, EDI purchase
orders"
"purchased software and developing software for internal use and use
EDI with our
vendors"
8. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company feels
electronic forms software and EDI are legitimate areas for a printed forms
manufacturer to invest in and research?
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree q strongly agree
Figure 9: Results of Question #8.
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9. How do you respond to the following statement? The business forms
trade publications and associations have spent enough time and effort
detailing the threats and opportunities of the markets for electronic forms
software and EDI.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree d. strongly agree
Figure 10: Results of Question #9.
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10. Do you desire more information and leadership from business forms
trade publications and associations in how to enter the electronic forms
software and EDI markets?
a. yes
b. no
Figure 11 : Results of Question #10.
Respondents'
Comments for Question #10:
"We need ideas not a rehash of what has happened, I already know the
impact, I'm not sure how to
respond."
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11 . How do you respond to the following statement? Your company has
found the Gordon S. Black reports, "The Challenge of Electronic Data
Interchange"
and "Impact of Electronic Technologies on the Forms and
Systems
Market"
to be helpful in overcoming the threats of EDI and
related technologies to the business forms industry.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree d. strongly agree
Figure 12: Results of Question #1 1 .
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12. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company would
consider forming or purchasing an EDI Value-Added Network (VAN)
service alone or with the assistance of other forms producers.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c- aQree d. strongly agree
Figure 13: Results of Question #12.
Respondents'
Comments for Question #12:
"We are in the early stages of establishing a program such as
this."
"need more information before
deciding"
"I don't feel comfortable joining a network with close
competitors."
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1 3. How do you respond to the following statement? Your company's
customer contacts and rapport coupled with your forms expertise would
be valuable in the electronic forms software and EDI markets.
a. strongly disagree b. disagree
c. agree d. strongly agree
Figure 14: Results of Question #13.
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14. How prepared did you feel to answer the questions in this survey?
a. very unprepared b. unprepared
c. prepared d. very prepared
Figure 1 5: Results of Question #1 4.
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1 5. What questions do you have about the business forms industry's
response to electronic forms software and EDI threats and opportunities
not included in this survey?
Respondents'
Comments for Question #15:
"We need the NBFA to take some real leadership for a
change."
"What are more specific advantages printed forms can and will have over
using EDI? This needs to be
marketed."
"Software should be developed to generate forms management through
EDI."




forms printer fit in the picture? I can see no
'value-added'




"Only larger customers will use EDI because of cost
factors."
"Forms users will find cost savings with the elimination of multi-form unit
sets and continuous
forms."
"Where is all this taking the forms
manufacturer?"
"We sell through distributors so (we are) not directly impacted by EDI
yet!!!"
"slow to respond, they don't know what EDI
is! Held back by the negative
expression sent by major forms manufacturers
yet the larger forms
companies already run VANs and
EDI Dept.... interesting
politics"
"What are the drawbacks of electronic forms
and EDI? What are the
security and control
issues? problems of communications between
suppliers and users, the role of the
distributor in the EDI
link"
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"I need a clearer picture on what areas of traditional forms are being or
will most likely be affected by EDI in the
future."
"How can technology be marketed profitably/economically? The forms
industry seems to have the technology but without a clear method of how
to efficiently bring it to market, we fail miserably in this
regard."
"You should have asked why forms producers have their heads in the
sand."
The following are correlations of responses from the survey. These
correlations are formed by comparing the number of respondents who
answered two separate questions in like combinations. They are not
statistically correlated in the true
mathematical understanding of the term
however.
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Correlation #1 examines small forms producers under $10 million in
annual revenue and what level of understanding they believe they have
for EDI.









Figure 16: Size vs. EDI Awareness.
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Correlation #2 examines small forms producers under $10 million in
annual revenue and their willingness to form or purchase and EDI Value-
Added Network (VAN) service.





B3 1a & 12b
M 1a & 12c
0 1a&12d
D 1a& 12 unknown
50%
Figure 17: Size vs. Willingness to Join EDI VAN.
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Correlation #3 examines firms experiencing positive profits and what
they believe will be the effect of EDI on their profits in the future.
Profits Up Now, but EDIWill Make Impact
5%
%
2b pos. & 6a
E3 2b pos. & 6b
M 2b pos. & 6c
0 2b pos. &6d
60
Figure 18: Profits Up Now, but EDI Will Make Impact.
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Correlation #4 examines firms that showed increased revenue and are
willing to form or purchase an EDI Value-Added Network (VAN) service.





2b pos. & 12a
B 2b pos. & 12b
M 2b pos. & 12c
0 2b pos. &12d
? 2b pos. & 12 uk
Figure 19: Profits Up, but Still Eager for EDI VAN.
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Correlation #5 examines those who claim to have a good understanding
of EDI and also believe it has significant advantages over the traditional
business forms system.








Figure 20: Good EDI Understanding and EDI Advantages.
Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
Many conclusions can be made based on the the literature search and
the results of the survey. The literature search affirmed my earliest
conclusions that the business forms industry's trade publications and
trade association leadership have not done an acceptable job of
publishing educational material about the threat and opportunities of EDI
and similar electronic technologies. The literature search also confirmed
the lack of substantial investigations into these threats and opportunities.
The articles and studies which touched on the threats and opportunities
were not only incomplete but were quite contemptible due to their
obviously bias favor for the status quo. The resistance to change was
easy to spot but I wonder what political implications
such changes would
have in the industry and what motives the leadership has for such
conspiring behavior.
The survey provides inconclusive
proof or disproof of the hypothesises
and unsubstantiated answers to the fundamental questions because the
sample size is 40 instead of 175 (the number necessary for a population
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size of approximately 500 and a confidence level of 95%). My conclusions
are essential however because they will help future researchers to
formulate new survey questions and assist them in developing preliminary
recommendations.
The following paragraphs draw conclusions from the results of the
survey and indicate which survey question or correlations they respond to.
(Question #1
,
Correlation #1 & #2) Most respondents were small forms
producers with less than $50 million dollars in annual revenue. Perhaps
smaller companies feel less certain about competing with or investing in
new technologies and therefore felt a greater desire to respond to the
survey. Because the firms are small it is also possible they do not have as
knowledgeable or enlightened an outlook as larger firms have. Despite
their size, most firms claim to have a good understanding of EDI and are
willing to start a VAN service.
(Question #2, Correlation #3 & #4) Most forms producers have
experienced positive sales and profits in contrast to several literature
sources which show the forms industry as a whole with negative sales
and
profit figures. Unfortunately most respondents did
not provide specific
figures so a quantitative analysis is not
possible. It appears that despite
their positive profits most firms believe EDI
will have a significant impact
on revenues in the future and are still willing to
expand their product and
service line by starting a VAN service.
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(Question #3, Correlation#5) If size is not considered, the range of
levels for EDI understanding is broad. It is surprising however to see so
many respondents claiming to have a good understanding of EDI
considering the lack of leadership they claim to have received with
regards to this issue. Of course a test about EDI principles and
advantages over the traditional business forms system was not issued
with the survey and good is a relative term.
(Question #4) Most forms producers do not monitor their customers
use of electronic substitutes for business forms and therefore may not
understand exactly how much of an impact these technologies have had
on sales and profits. Again, exact figures were not given so quantitative
analysis is impossible.
(Question #5) Most respondents felt EDI systems have a slight to
significant advantage over the traditional forms system. This question
relies on the fact that the responqent is knowledgeable about EDI
systems and is therefore weakened based on that stipulation.
(Question #6) Most respondents feel that electronic
substitutes for their
printed business forms will have a significant effect on revenues
in the
future. It is apparent that they believe electronic substitutes
for their




(Question #7) Most respondents do not invest in projects or other
companies involved in electronic forms software or EDI. In fact almost all
those who did claim to invest in such technologies wrote comments about
implementing EDI in their businesses. But this survey and study are about
the business forms industry's understanding and investment in EDI as a
new product and service option for customers and not as a tool for them
to more efficiently handle financial and inventory transactions that pertain
to printed business forms sales. This may be an indication that the
respondents level of understanding of EDI and related technologies is not
as significant as they believe.
(Question #8) Most respondents feel electronic forms software and
EDI are legitimate areas for printed forms manufacturers to invest in and
research. This shows that forms producers are ready to accept new
technologies into their product/service mix. The fact that most have not
done so leads me to conclude again that they lack the leadership and
knowledge to do so. Just as with the high level of understanding for EDI
and the forms producers acknowledgement of the superiority of electronic
substitutes for their printed business
forms'
system, this willingness to
meet the challenge of new technologies is surprising. I predicted that the
same level of ignorance or bias would exist among forms producers that I
encountered from the trade publications and trade associations as
outlined in the review of literature.
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(Question #9) Most respondents feel that the business forms trade
publications and associations have not spent enough time and effort
detailing the threats and opportunities of the markets for electronic forms
software and EDI. This response was highly probable in my opinion
because I know, after an exhaustive search of the literature in the field
that such vital information is just not available. This clear message should
be an alarm to industry leaders that they are not exhibiting the
characteristics of good leaders. Good leaders, after all, are supposed to
challenge current processes, inspire a shared vision, enable others to act,
model the way and show positive encouragement. The forms producers of
America deserve better leadership than they have received thus far with
regards to the challenge of electronic technologies.
(Question #10) Overwhelmingly respondents desired more information
from trade publications and leaders about how to enter the electronic
forms and EDI markets. Understanding new technologies and their
advantages is vital to being able to challenge the status quo. To act
effectively based on informed recommendations is a difficult process and
requires transformational leadership to pull an industry through radical
changes. This report should help sure up the educational background
required of the forms industry to get started, but further study is necessary
to detail precise and bold responses to the market threat of electronic
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technologies. Simply telling the industry to better understand computer
systems and become advisors to customers implementing electronic
technologies is like suggesting an ailing business put its employees to
work directing traffic to its competitors parking lot.
(Question #11) Those respondents who apparently had read the IBFI's
reports entitled "The Challenge of Electronic Data
Interchange"
and
"Impact of Electronic Technologies on the Forms and Systems
Market"
appeared mixed about how helpful they found the reports in overcoming
the threats of EDI and related technologies. At best one would say the
reports were not very successful. This is mainly
because they asked the
wrong questions, virtually
ignored EDI and its documented benefits, and
appeared to slant the conclusions of the reports to
favor the advantages
of traditional forms systems over electronic
substitutes. These reports can
only serve to aid the
business forms industry in making themselves
feel
better about their current products and
services and assist in their
sales rhetoric to fend off the threat
of electronic technologies. It was
their intent, I believe to prove
printed business forms systems are equal
or
superior to electronic systems, are experiencing
little market share threat
from such technologies and to
level negative propaganda as a marketing
tool for improving printed forms
reputation. Indeed the reports are loaded
with many of these
claims and much of this posturing,
but they refuse to
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accept the idea of investing in these new technologies on a large scale
and are trying to force their members to look through rose colored
glasses. The fact that the reports are unknown to most respondents is
either an indication that their studies are not widely read by members or
that many of the respondents do not belong to the IBFI. I don't believe that
such reports will win over any new members to the IBFI however because
the forms producers have shown, at least in this survey, that they are
serious about change and require real leaqership.
(Question #12) Surprisingly most responqents were interested in the
one and only true recommendation contained in this report, that forms
producers create or purchase an EDI VAN service alone or with the
assistance of other forms producers. Such a venture truly shows the
level of conviction among forms producers to change with the times and
get on board with a winning technology. Considering that most
respondents are small forms producers, such a plan would be a bold
market move and would require some radical changes
in corporate
strategic planning. Perhaps because these firms are small they don't
want to be left behind by a new technology and by their
larger
competitors. The Japanese style collaboration of competitors based
on
common market goals may be necessary
for smaller forms producers to
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get involved in what is an expensive market proposition. Some
respondents who did not know if they would like to create or purchase a
VAN service at this time don't know what one is or perhaps are afraid of
whether others in their organization would approve.
(Question #13) Most respondents feel their company's customer
contacts and rapport coupled with their forms expertise would be valuable
in the electronic forms software and EDI markets. This response mirrors
customers'
feelings that they can better trust the forms producers to
understand their information processing needs as was detailed in the IBFI
report "Impact of Electronic Technologies on the Forms and Systems
Market."
With the experience and customer contact forms companies now
hold, they have a potentially exploitable advantage over computer
software and hardware sellers.
(Question #14) The survey showed respondents felt generally
prepared to answer the questions in the survey. I thought most would not
feel prepared because the survey asks many questions which are not in
the mainstream of the trade
associations'
consciousness. But again the
respondents surprised me by their support of the survey, despite that it
was not sponsored by a trade publication or association, and by
the
general lack of variability of their
responses which indicates they
carefully read and responded
without guessing at questions.
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(Question #15) Some of the comments to the last question in the
survey were interesting and some were supportive of the ideas in this
report, but others did not understand the topics and made little sense with
regards to electronic forms software and EDI threats and opportunities.
The following are the hypotheses and the answers I believe this
report shows proof of.
1 . The business forms industry does not understand what EDI is or
how it works.
According to the survey, this statement is false. Most respondents
claim to understand EDI although my literature review led me to believe
that this statement would be true. Of course this conclusion, like all
conclusions in this report, are questionable because of the sample size
and a test of EDI knowledge was not administered. Trade publications
and leadership haven't provided much training on the subject so this result
is surprising.
2. The business forms industry does not believe EDI has significant
advantages over the traditional printed business forms system.
This statement is false. The survey indicates that the business forms
industry believes EDI has significant advantages
over the traditional
business forms system. Significant is a relative term and I believe that
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because many respondents were only willing to claim EDI has a slight
advantage over the traditional forms system, many will find the
advantages outlined in this report quite educational. The review of the
literature in the field would indicate that the business forms leadership is
unwilling to recognize the significant advantages of such electronic
technologies however.
3. The business forms producers lack leadership to study EDI and
related electronic technologies or their advantages over traditional
business forms systems and therefore can not hope to defend
themselves against this technology or begin to invest in it.
This hypothesis is true. Based on the results of the survey and the
literature search, it is clear that the leadership has not prepared the
industry for the changes currently affecting it. It is also
clear that little if
any investment is going on presently
to defend against or invest in
electronic technologies based on the guidance of the administrative
powers that be in the forms industry. And if the large forms
producers can
survive the transition by using their financial power to
catch up for lost
time, many small forms
companies may soon feel sacrificed
because of
their lack of preparedness due to poor industry
leadership.
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4. If the business forms industry believes that EDI and related
electronic technologies are a threat to the traditional business forms
system then they will be willing to mount an assertive defense against
these technologies or seriously consider investing in them.
This hypothesis is true. The survey indicates that the respondents
believe EDI is a threat and are willing to invest in electronic technologies.
They are willing to consider forming or purchasing a VAN service which is
probably the boldest of market strategies and I am confident that less
risky investments are even more appealing to forms producers. The
extent of current investment in electronic substitutes for printed
business forms is not fully disclosed by this report's survey. An extensive
search by a forms trade association should help ascertain how much
investment is currently underway but I suspect it is not substantial and
excludes the small forms producer from participation.
Many of the Fundamental Questions are answered directly and
indirectly throughout the report and many are intended as thought
provokers for trade associations who might try to duplicate some parts of
this report's survey or create a new
one.
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Recommendations for Further Investigation
I would advise that the survey enclosed in this report be redistributed
in whole or in part by the IBFI and the NBFA. The contents of this report
and other information of a similar nature should be distributed by them to
all trade association members and non-members to gain respectability as
leaders of their industry. A change in attitude and conviction is necessary
for the forms industry to be proactive and not reactive to new
technologies. This report is a pilot study and I would advise that more
study be done along its same lines before recommendations are made.
But time is short and the industry can not wait years while its leadership
coddles the past and its former success.
The concept of forming an EDI VAN service is a courageous move but
there are many other recommendations that market
studies and open
forums for business forms producers may discover. There are concrete
options for investment, such as creating and selling forms creation
software, selling point-of-sale
hardware and software, consultation and
implementation of EDI and other electronic systems, creating and selling
EDI software and computer systems, preparing
for the next wave of
electronic technology namely DIP VANs
and systems, or simply major




Holding onto current markets for the near future may be possible by
providing more specialized forms with more color and images on the
printed form, finding niche markets, providing preprinted forms for
computer printers, print more forms on demand with intelligent
copier/printers and offering more services to customers with regards to
forms storage and delivery to reduce waste. All of these strategies will
make forms producers more efficient and profitable for as long as there
are markets for their products. But forms producers should not delude
themselves into believing that their industry is going to experience
technological gains and growth on anywhere near the scale that electronic
technologies will in the future. It is simply a race they can't win.
The paperless office is not yet upon us nor may it be in our lifetime. But
it is clear that the trends toward in-house on-demand printing with
intelligent copier/printers and the growth of electronic substiutes for
preprinted forms have begun absorbing the increases in demand for
information products. Most businesses of today and many businesses of
tomorrow will continue to have increasing demands for paper in their
offices. But it is clear that commercial printers of paper products of all
kinds must change to meet the new consumer demands. Paper
companies and copier producers have a much longer life cycle ahead of
them than do most commercial printers, especially the business forms
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European EDI Status Report: Awareness and Activity
Started Aware But
Country Work Planned No Plans Unaware
Belgium 20% 22% 30% 28%
Denmark 28 30 22 20
France 1 1 12 33 44
Germany 16 18 35 31
Greece 0 10 50 40
Ireland 10 10 47 33
Italy 9 13 19 59
Netherlands 20 10 20 50
Portugal 1 3 3 54 30
Spain 8 14 18 60
U. K. 26 28 34 12
Source: Commission of the E. C. , prepared by Logica Cambridge Ltd.





Projected Revenues of EDI Products and Services in Europe
($ in Millions) %
Country 1988 1994 Growth
France $17.7 $78.7 450%
Germany 11.1 72.8 660
Italy 4.7 32.4 690
Netherlands 8.4 41.3 490
Spain .7 10.0 1,430
Sweden 7.8 18.8 240
U.K. 52.8 126.0 240
Others 2.5 .24,5 260
Total: $112.7 $404.5 360%
Source: Frost & Sullivan
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Change in Time Allotment for Tasks
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Figure 24: Change in Time Allotment for Tasks
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